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Introduction.

It is well known that there are just three abelian groups of order pm which

contain the group of type (m — 2, 1) ; viz. the groups of types (m — 1, 1),

(m — 2,2), (m — 2, 1, 1).f In what follows we shall therefore assume that

the groups under consideration are non-abelian. The common abelian subgroup

of type (m — 2, 1) will be represented by H. The operators of the required

groups must transform those of H according to a subgroup of order p in the

group of isomorphisms (/) of H. Our first problem is to determine all the

operators of order p which are contained in /. Since the groups of order p* are

well known we shall always assume m > 4. The groups which contain a cyclic

invariant subgroup of order pm~2 are also known \, but we shall re-determine them

in connection with the other groups since this will not materially affect the work.

The group II contains one cyclic characteristic subgroup of each order of the

form pa (a = 1, 2, • • •, m — 3). It also contains one non-cyclic characteristic

subgroup of each order of the form p*1 (a, = 2, 3 , • • •, m — 2). Its other sub-

groups are cyclic and non-characteristic when p is odd. There are p — 1 of

these of each order of the form p0"2 (a2 = 2, 3, • • •, m — 3) while there are p

such subgroups of each of the orders p and pm~2. When p = 2 these sub-

groups of orders 2 and 2"i~2 are the only non-characteristic subgroups of H.

All the non-characteristic subgroups of the same order are conjugate under the

holomorph of H. In fact, all the operators of the highest order in the non-

characteristic subgroups of the same order are conjugate under this holomorph.

We proceed to prove several theorems applying to every abelian group (A),

which will be employed in what follows.    The operator of the group of isomor-

*Presented to the Society (Chicago) April 6, 1901.    Received for publication March 13, 1901.

fFEOBENius and Stick elbebgee, Crelle's Journal, vol. 84, 1879, p. 217.

X Buknside, Theory of groups of finite order, 1897, p. 75.
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260 G.   A.   MILLER:    DETERMINATION   OF   A CLASS [July

phisms (A') of A, which transforms each operator of highest order in A into

its /3-th power must transform every operator of A into its /3-th power since A is

generated by its operators of highest order. Let sx, s2 be two operators of

highest order (7) in A and let t^sj = sj, £_1s2£ = 8% (ß ^ a, mod 7). The

independent generators of the smallest group containing sx and s2 may be repre-

sented by sx and s3. From the equations just mentioned we have £_1s3£ = sf

(ß' ^ a, mod the order of s3). Since t^s^^t = s^s^' is not a power of sxs3, t does

not transform each subgroup of A into itself. Hence it follows that the only

operators of A' which transform each subgroup of A into itself are those

which transform each operator of A into the same power.

It will now be proved that the only invariant operators of A' are those which

transform each operator of A into the same power of itself.* Let i be any

operator of A' which does not transform each operator of A into the same power.

If t' permutes some of the subgroups of highest order in A it is not commuta-

tive f with the operator of A' which transforms into itself a generator of one of

these subgroups (K') without transforming into itself a generator of the sub-

group into which t' transforms K'. If t' does not permute any of the subgroups

of highest order in A it must transform the generator of at least two of them

into different powers and hence it is not commutative with the operator which

transforms one of these two generators into the other. The number of invariant

operators of A' is therefore equal to the number of natural numbers which do

not exceed the highest order of the operators of A and are prime to this order,

and the quotient group of A' with respect to these invariant operators is the

group according to which the subgroups of A are transformed by A'.

§ 1.    Group of isomorphisms of H.

Since each of the pm~2(p — 1) operators of order pm~2 in H can be made to

correspond with every other operator of this order \ and any holomorphism of

H is completely determined by such a correspondence and a correspondence be-

tween two of the p(p — 1) operators of order p which are not found in the

characteristic subgroup of order p, the order of / is pm~x (p — l)2. By raising

all the operators of H to each one of the pm~3(p — 1) powers which are prime

to p and not greater than pm~2 we obtain the holomorphisms of // which cor-

respond to the cyclic subgroup of / all of whose operators are invariant under

/. §    To determine the remaining operators of / we employ a method which

*Cf. Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1, 1900, p. 396.

fCf. Bochert, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 49, 1897, p. 134.

^Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1, 1900, p. 397.

§ Transactions of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 1, 1900, p. 396.

When 4? = 2 this group of order 2™-3 is of type (m — 4, 1). In what follows p is assumed to

be odd unless the contrary is stated.
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was explained in a recent number of the Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society.*

The group / contains an invariant subgroup (I2) of order p2 which is composed

of all the operators of / which are commutative with each operator of the char-

acteristic subgroup (in H) of order pm~2. These isomorphisms can be obtained

by making H isomorphic with its subgroups of order p, the characteristic sub-

group of order pm~2 corresponding to identity. Hence I2 is of type (1, 1). By

making H isomorphic with its characteristic subgroup of order p with respect to

one of its cyclic subgroups of order pm~2 we observe that / contains operators of

order p which are not contained in I2. This proves that I contains a subgroup

(I3) of order p3 which includes no operator of order p2. We shall now prove

that ig is the non-abelian group of order p3 which contains no operator of orderp2.

Let Px, P2 represent two independent generators of H, the order of Px be-

ing pm~2, and let P\m~ = P3. The first four of the following equations result

directly from the given holomorphisms of H while the last two show that two

operators (tx, t2) of I3 are not commutative and hence that I3 is non-abelian.

^i -*Vi = "2 '    *i  -*ri = "i"\ '    ¿2   "-$2 ~ •*1 '    ¿2 -* 2^1 = "3*2 '

t~ t~ Pxtxt2 = P3P2PX,     t\~ t2 Pxt2tx = P2PX •

It has been observed that / contains a cyclic group of order pm~3(p — 1) all

of whose operators are invariant. Each operator of this group transforms every

subgroup of II into itself. The corresponding quotient group of I is of order

p2(p — 1). We proceed to prove that this group can be represented as an in-

transitive substitution group of degree 2p, formed by establishing a (p, p) cor-

respondence between two metacyclic groups of degree p. Each of the two sets of

p non-characteristic subgroups of the same order in H is transformed by / ac-

cording to the metacyclic group of degree p. As cyclic groups of order pm~2 are

transformed into each other by operators of / which transform each one of the

cyclic groups of order p into itself, the subgroup of II must be transformed ac-

cording to the said intransitive substitution group. Since the order of this group

is the order of the quotient group of I with respect to its operators which trans-

form each subgroup of H into itself, this intransitive group is the quotient group

in question. As this quotient group contains only one subgroup of order p2,

I contains only one subgroup (K) of order pm~l.

The subgroup K contains no invariant operators besides those of the given

cyclic subgroup of order pm~3 since it must include I3. The group of cogredient

isomorphisms of K is therefore the same as that of I3. Hence it contains the

abelian subgroup of type (m — 3, 1) which includes Z,. The remaining oper-

ators of K are the products of this abelian subgroup and the first p — 1 powers

* Vol. 6, 1900, p. 337.
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of any operator (t4) of I3 which is not included in I2. Let t5 be any operator of

the group of type (m — 3, 1) first mentioned. From the properties of the

operators of I3 it follows that

(¥ÙP = WA ■ ■ -P times = t.t¿bt~H%t-2 ■ ■ ■ t?%tt = tyuhi*.. ■ u*~\

u being an invariant operator of Ig which may be identity. Since t5tá is of the

same order as t5 whenever t5 is not identity / contains no operator of order p

besides those of I3.

As it is necessary to consider all the operators of I3 in the construction of

the groups under consideration we proceed to determine its sets of operators

which are conjugate under I. It has been observed that p — 1 of its operators

are invariant under /and that its subgroup I2 is also invariant under I. It

is clear that I3 contains p other subgroups of order p2. It will be proved that

one of these is always invariant under / while the other p — 1 are conjugate

when p > 3. From the quotient group of /with respect to its invariant operators

and from the properties of /3 it follows that each of the p% — p non-invariant

operators of / belongs to a set of p (p — 1) conjugates under /. Hence all the

non-invariant operators of the invariant subgroups of order p2 are conjugate.

We proceed to consider the holomorphisms obtained by making H isomorphic

with its non-cyclic subgroup of order p2, the cyclic characteristic subgroup of

order pm~s corresponding to identity and the non-cyclic subgroup of order pm~2

corresponding to the group generated by P.¿. From the following equations it

may be observed that each one of these p (p — l)2 holomorphisms gives rise to an

operator of order p in I. In these equations t6 is the operator of / which cor-

responds to the holomorphism under consideration.

r-1 P t  --  P P t~2P t2 —  P P2P f~3P /3 —  P3 P3 P

f-npfn_   pi+2+■ ■ ■+n-l pn p        f-p p ft, _   p        f-l p f_p   p        f-p p fp_   PP P

We have now found all the holomorphisms of H which correspond to the

operators of I3. In the p2 holomorphisms which correspond to I2 each of the

operators of the non-cyclic subgroup of order pm~2 corresponds to itself. In

p(p — 1) others each operator of a cyclic group of order pm~2 corresponds to

itself while in p(p — Vf just found the only operators which correspond to

themselves are those of the cyclic characteristic subgroup of order pm~3. The

p (p — 1) operators, each of which is commutative with some operator of order

pm~2, together with the invariant operators of I3 must correspond to an invari-

ant subgroup in the quotient group of / with respect to its invariant operators.

Hence they form an invariant subgroup of order p2.

We shall now prove that the p (p — 1) subgroups, generated by the p (p — l)2

operators of I3 which transform only pm~3 operators of H into themselves, are
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conjugate under / whenever p > 3. Let t7 be any operator of / which satisfies

the two conditions

tJlPxt7 = Px,    t-¡P2t7 = PZ-P¡, ß^O,    mod p.

The transform of t6 with respect to £  satisfies the following condition :

(t7\t7yPxt7\f = PlPlPx.

If we assign to tT all its values subject to the given conditions we obtain the

p(p — 1) holomorphisms which correspond to the conjugates of t6. It remains

to prove that the one which corresponds to £2 is hot in this set. If it were we

should have P3P2 = P3P\ and hence a = 1, ß = 2. This would lead to the

following equations which are impossible when p > 3 :

(Ç  ^V~ -*W  *6*7 =   "î°2 = ^3^2 = %   -*2*6 •

Since / does not transform t6 into i2, its quotient group with respect to its

invariant operators can be obtained by establishing such a (p, p) correspond-

ence between two metacyclic groups of degree p as leads to a group having only

two invariant subgroups of order p.* This is clearly impossible when p = 3 .

In this special case each of the subgroups of order p2 in I3 is therefore invariant

under I while, in all other cases, I3 contains only two invariant subgroups of

order p2 and a set of p — 1 conjugate subgroups of this order.

The rest of this section will be devoted to the study of / when p = 2.

We may assume m > 5 since all the groups of order 32 are known. Now I is

of order 2"'_1 and it is isomorphic to the abelian group of type (m — 5, 1) with

respect to its operators which are commutative with each operator of the cyclic

subgroup of order 2m~3 in H which is generated by Px. Hence Z, and I3 may be

found in the same manner as when p is odd, the latter being the group of order

8 containing five operators of order 2 and two of order 4 since it is non-abelian

and contains I..

It has been observed that the 2m~3 invariant operators of / form a group of

type (m — 4, 1). Since this cannot contain more than 2 operators of I3, I and I3

must have the same group of cogredient isomorphisms. Hence I contains an

abelian group of type (m — 4, 1, 1) including I2, and the rest of its operators

transform just half of the operators of this group into themselves multiplied by

the invariant operator (s4) of I3.    Since s4 is commutative with all the operators

*By establishing a (p, p) correspondence between two metacyclic groups of degree p, written

in distinct sets of letters, we obtain as many intransitive groups of order p2(p — 1) as there are

operators in the group of isomorphisms of the cyclic group of order p — 1 diminished by one-half

of the number of its operators whose orders exceed two. Cf. American Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 21, 1899, pp. 292 and 293. In one of these groups each subgroup of order p is in-

variant while each of the others contains only two invariant subgroups of this order. The latter

exists only whenever p > 3.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 1 8
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of //whose order is less than 2"'~2 it is the square of the operators of order four

in the given group of type (m — 4, 1, 1). We shall soon observe that all the

operators of order 4 in / have the same square. Let s5 be any operator of the

mentioned group of type (m — 4, 1,1) and suppose that s5 is not invariant in

/. Also let s6 represent an operator of order 2 in I3 that is not also contained

in I2. From the equation (s5.s0)2 = s.ß^s^s^ = s4sl it follows that we obtain ad-

ditional operators of order two when s5 is of order four and only then. When

s5 is of order two we obtain the additional operators of order four. Since s, is

the square of all of these, all the operators of order four in I have the same

square.

From the results of the preceding paragraph it follows that all the operators

of order two in / are contained in a subgroup (Is) of order 32 which includes all

the operators of order four in /. Also I5 contains 16 operators of order four and

15 of order two. As the latter are not all commutative to each other they must

generate I. Moreover it is clear that 7~5 is the direct product of its operator of

order two which transforms each operator of II into its inverse and the group

(Z4) of order 16 which contains just 7 operators of order two that generate it.*

Since / transforms the four non-characteristic subgroups of H according to the

intransitive substitution group of degree and order four, each of its non-invari-

ant operators has just two conjugates. Hence I. contains three invariant opera-

tors of order two and six pairs of conjugates.

§ 2.   Outline of the method employed to construct the groups in question.

If a group of order pm is represented as a regular substitution group, every

subgroup of order pm~x contains p systems of intransitivity. We may there-

fore suppose that each of the groups under consideration contains the intransi-

tive substitution group formed by writing H in the regular form in p distinct

sets of letters and establishing a simple isomorphism between these p regular

groups Hx, II2, ■■■,11. In what follows II will represent this intransitive

group of type (m — 2, 1) while t will be used to represent the substitution of

order p which merely permutes the corresponding letters of IIX, II2, • • •, H'.

Hence t is commutative with every substitution of H. Also, / will represent the

intransitive substitution group which is formed by writing the maximal subgroup

of degree pm~^ — a (a > 0) of the holomorph of Hx f in the p distinct sets of

letters involved in //; so that t is also commutative with each substitution of /.

Finally, i will be used to represent some substitution of order p that is con-

tained in /, while I2, I3, It, and I5 will represent the same subgroups of / as

in the preceding section.

*Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 28, 189G, p. 271, no. 9.

fBulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 5, 1899, p. 245.
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Now // and it clearly generate a group ( G ) of order pm. All the other

groups of this order which transform H in the same manner as G does, may be

generated by H and sti, where s is commutative with each substitution of H\

for, if such a group is generated by H and r, where r permutes the systems of H

in the same way as t does, then rt~li~l = s must be commutative with each substi-

tution of H, i. e., r = sti. Hence s is a substitution of the direct product of

Hx, II2, ■ ■ ■, H . We may assume that s involves no letters except those of Hx ;

for if it involved the letters oí IIa(p =5 a > 1) but not those of Ha+ß (ß > 0),

the transform of the group generated by PTand sti with respect to the compo-

nent of s which involved the letters of Ha only would be a conjugate group in

which s would be replaced by a substitution involving the letters of Ha_x

but not those of Ha_x+ß. Since the other conditions named would not be

affected it is proved that we may assume that s involves the letters of Hx only.

On this account it will hereafter be denoted by sx and its conjugates under the

group generated by t will be denoted by sx, s2, • • ■, sl.

By hypothesis (s^i)1' is some substitution of //, but

(s,ti)p = s.ti ■ s.ti ■ ■ • = s.is is   ,i • • • s.i = s.s's'  , • ■ ■ s',
\   1     / 11 1     p    j)—1 2 1 p p—I 2 1

where s'a is the transform of sa with respect to some power of i. From this it

follows that s, and i are always commutative. Let rx represent a substitution

of H that is transformed by i_1 into itself multiplied by a substitution ux of

order p which is commutative to i. The conjugates of r. and ux with respect to

the powers of t will be represented by rx, r2, ■ ■ ■, r -, ux, u2, ■ ■ -, ut respec-

tively.    It is easy to verify that

(rr\rl ■ ■ .r%-*)-Hwr\< ' ' ̂ T" = ̂ »TV ' • -»Î^VÎ ■ ■"TV] ' ' 'K~Hi

= r\-"r2r3.-.rpu2u¡---uU1ti.
0>+l)(p-2)

If we transform the last substitution successively by up~x, u'Us, • ■ •, «3 2

and multiply the result by r\~l, r~x, ■ ■ ■, r~f, which is in H, we observe that the

group generated by -0" and ti is conjugate to the one which is generated by PTand

r~vti ; i. e., no new group is obtained when sx is the pth power of a substitu-

tion of If lohich is transformed by i into itself multiplied by a substitution of

order p that is commutative with i.

By interchanging systems of intransitivity of H, t can be transformed into

any power while each of the substitutions i and sx is transformed into itself.

Hence the p — 1 powers of i which are prime to the order of i give rise to the

same groups. It is also clear that each of the conjugates of i under i~ leads to

the same groups. Moreover, if each of two groups generated by tia and tiß

respectively, contains only one subgroup that is simply isomorphic with // and

if ia is not conjugate with some power of iß under /, then must the two groups
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be distinct ; for if they were simply isomorphic they could be transformed by

operators of I so that the identical operators of H would correspond. The re-

maining operators of the group would have to transform H in the same manner ;

i. e., the group generated by ia would be conjugate to the one generated by i^ .

The main results of this section may be summarized as follows :

1. Only one operator from each set of subgroups of order p which are con-

jugate under I is to be used for i.

2. sx is a substitution of Hx which is commutative with i.

3. sx is not the pth power of a substitution of Hx which is either commuta-

tive with i or is transformed by i into itself multiplied by a substitution of

order p that is commutative with i.

4. All the powers of sx which are prime to its order lead to the same group

since it can be transformed into these powers by operators that are commutative

with t and i.

§3. Determination of the groups when p is odd.

It was observed in § 1 that i is contained in the non-abelian group I3 of order

p3 which contains no operator of order p2. We shall begin with the case when

i is one (ix) of the p — 1 operators of the invariant subgroup of order p. Hence

ix is commutative with every operator of the non-cyclic subgroup of order pm~2

in H.    From the equations

(Pxtixy = Pxtix ■ Pxtix ---p times = Pxix ■ Pxix ■ ■ ■ tp

= pa ■ pji^PA^ ■ ■ ■ ̂¿vra = p.pi ■ ■ ■ Pf'P'i = P'l,
it follows that the product of tix and any operator of H besides identity is of the

same order as the operator of H. The group ( Gx) generated by H and tix has

therefore the same number of operators of each order as the abelian group of type

(m — 2, 1, 1). Two groups which have the same number of operators of each

order may be called conformai.* Now Gx contains just p A- 1 abelian subgroups

of order p™—1, p of these are of type (m —2, 1) while the remaining one is of

type (m — 3, 1, 1). As each of the former is transformed in the same manner

by all the operators of Gx, we shall not arrive at Gx when we use in place of ix

an operator from another set of conjugates in I3.

From § 2 it follows that sxtix and H generate Gx whenever sx is an operator

of the characteristic cyclic subgroup of order pm~3 in Hx. If sx is the constituent

of P2 which involves the letters of Hx only we clearly obtain a group ( G2) which

contains no operator of order p besides those of H. Then G2 contains the same

number of operators of each order > p2 as Gx does.    It also includes the same

*Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 2, 1896, p. 140.
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number of abelian subgroups of type (m — 2, 1) as Gx does, but the group of type

(m — 3, 1, 1) in Gx is replaced by one of type (m — 3, 2) in G2. These are

the only abelian subgroups of order pm~x that are contained in G2 and all those

of type (rn — 2, 1) are transformed in the same way by all the operators of G2.

Since we obtain G2 if we replace sx by any one of its p — 1 powers multiplied

into any operator of the cyclic characteristic subgroup of order pm~3 in Hx, ix

gives rise to only the two groups Gx and G2.

We shall now consider the possible groups when i is one (i2) of the p (p — 1)

conjugate operators of I2. i2 and ix are commutative with the same operators

of H. Just as in the preceding case we find that i2 leads to two groups (G3

and G4) which are conformai with Gx and G2 respectively. In Gx and G2 all

the cyclic subgroups of order pm~2 are invariant but in G3 and G4 these sub-

groups are conjugate in sets of p. Each of the groups G3 and G4 contains

p 4 1 abelian subgroups of order pm~x, p of these are of type (m — 2,1) and

are transformed by the remaining operators in the same way as H is trans-

formed. Hence we cannot obtain any of the four groups just found by using

for i an operator of I3 which is not contained in I2. By using for i one (i3) of

the p (p — 1) conjugate operators of the other invariant subgroup of I3, when

p > 3, we clearly obtain only one additional group ( (95) that involves no operator

whose order exceeds pm~2. The group G5 contains p 4 1 abelian subgroups of

type (m — 2, 1) and it transforms each of its cyclic subgroups of order pm~2 into

itself. It is the only group involving II that has invariant operators of order

pm~2 without containing any operator of order pm~x. It is clear that i3 leads

also to the non-abelian group ( Ge) of order pm * which involves an operator of

order pm~x and to no other group.

Each of the remaining p(p — Vf operators of I3 transforms only pm~s opera-

tors of //into themselves and thep(p — 1) subgroups which they generate are

conjugate when p > 3. Hence it is only necessary to consider one (i4) of them

when p > 3. The group ( G7) generated by ti. and // contains only one abelian

subgroup of order p™-1.    From the equation

(Pxti4y = (Pi,)* =, PftPj-HlPj-Hl ■ ■ ■ i'f-'Pf-r = P; (when p > 3)

or = P3P\'     ( when p = 3 ) ,

it follows that G7 is conformai with Gx, G3 and Gb. The following equations

show that i4 gives rise to only one group. In these equations rx represents the

constituent of Px that is contained in Hx, while vx and w, represent the corre-

sponding constituents of P2 and P3 respectively. The higher subscripts indicate

the conjugates of these substitutions with respect.to powers of t.

* Burnside, Theory of groups of finite order, 1897, p. 76.
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(«T'VÍ - - - »TV*VrVî • • • T2 = r\-"r3h--2 .. ■ r2-\r2r23 .. -r^H

= r\ pr2r3 ■. • rpv2v¡ ■ ■ ■ vfHi = r\~"r2r3 ■ ■ ■ rpwx 2 tit

which, when multiplied by r~lr~lr~l ■ ■ ■ r~x of II, is equal to r~pti if p > 3 ,

and to W7lrïrti if p = 3.

When |7 = 3, I3 contains another invariant subgroup of order p2. If i5 repre-

sents one of its conjugate operators we obtain an additional group Gg by multi-

plying H and ti5. It may be proved in exactly the same manner as in the pre-

ceding case that i5 leads to only one group, and it is, moreover, clear that Gs

and 6r7'are conformai. Since each contains only one abelian subgroup of order

pm~l and since it and i. are not conjugate under /, Ga and G7 cannot be conju

gate.

§ 4. Determination of the groups when p is even.

In § 1 it was observed that all the operators of order two in I are contained

in a group of order 32 which has three invariant operators (ix, i2, i3) of order

2 ; viz., those which transform each operator of Pinto its 2"'~3 + 1, 2"'~3 — 1,

2»i-2 _ -^ powers respectively. The group ( Gx) generated by LT and tix is con-

formal with the abelian group of type (m — 2,1,1) and each of its subgroups,

with exception of the four of order two which are not in H, is invariant. The

group Gx contains three abelian subgroups of order pm~x, two being of type

(m — 2,1) and the third of type (rn — 3, 1, 1), and it transforms all the oper-

ators of the former into their 2'"~3 + 1 power. In exactly the same manner

as in the preceding section we obtain G2 by multiplying H and sxtix, sx being the

constituent of P2 which is in Hx. The group G2 contains only three operators

of order 2 and each of these is the square of four operators of order 4. The

operators of its two abelian subgroups of type (m — 2, 1) are transformed in

the same way as those of the corresponding subgroups of Gx.

The group (G3) generated by Pand ti2 contains 2m~2 operators of each of the

orders two and four in addition to the opei*ators of H. All the operators of

order four in G3 have the same square. Let sx be the constituent of Px which

involves the same letters as Hx. From the equation s~lti2sl = s]-1«2,'"~ ~lti2 it

follows that transforms of G3 include II and s2'"- ti2. Hence there is only one

additional group (Gx) which transforms H in the same way as i2 does, viz., the

group generated by Pand sfii2, where sx represents the constituent of P2 which

is in Hx. All the operators of Gi which are not found in H are of order 4

and the squares of these operators of order 4 are the two non-characteristic

operators of order two in H, each of the latter being the square of one-half of

the former.

The group II and ti3 generate a group ( (?5) composed of H and 2m_1 operators

of order 2 which are conjugate in sets of 2"'~3.    In fact, it is clear that in all
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the groups to which i., and i3 lead, all the operators not]contained in //are conju-

gate in sets of 2"'~3. The group ( Gc/) generated by H and sxti3, where sx is the

component of P3 which is found in If, contains 2"'~l 4- 4 operators of order four.

All of these have the same square. If sx is the component of P2 which belongs

to II\, the group ( G7) is conformai with G6 but its operators of order four which

are not found in // have P2 for their square. As the other operator of IIX which

is commutative with i3 is conjugate under / with the last sx, the seven groups

just found are all those which depend upon ix, i2, it. In each of these seven

groups every cyclic subgroup whose order exceeds four is invariant. It

remains to find the groups which depend upon operators that are not invariant

under /.

Let ii be one of the two non-invariant operators of I3 which are commutative

with each operator of the non-cyclic subgroup of order 2"'~2 in H. Since the

product of ti4 into any operator of // is of the same order as this operator of

//, the group (Gs) generated by //and ti4 is conformai with Gx. Gs contains

three abelian subgroups of types (2"'~2, 1) and (2m~3, 1,1), there being two of

the former type. The four cyclic subgroups of order 2"1-2 form two pairs of con-

jugates. If sx represents the component of Px which is contained in IIX we

have s~lti4sx = s~1s2s2tii, s2 being the constituent of P2 which is in //,. Hence

a transform of Ga contains H and s'xsx~2tii. We therefore obtain only one ad-

ditional group (6r9) by multiplying//and S,tit, where s, is a substitution of IIX.

It may be convenient to assume that 6r9 is generated by // and &$., where sx

is the constituent of P., which is in Hx. From this we observe that Gg is con-

formal with G2. Like Gs it contains two pairs of conjugate cyclic subgroups

of order 2"'~3 and three abelian subgroups of order 2"'_1. One of these is, how-

ever, of type (2m~3, 2) instead of type (2'"-3, 1, 1) in G3.

Each of the other two conjugate operators of order two in I3 is commutative

with an operator of order 2"'~2 in //. If i. represents one of these operators it

is clear that // and ti. generate a group ( Gxo) which is conformai with Gx. Its

subgroup of order 16 which includes all the operators of orders two and four is

generated by its operators of order two. Its four cyclic subgroups of order

2"'~2 are invariant, one being generated by an invariant operator while the

operators of the others are transformed into their 2°'~3 + 1 power. The other

group (Gxx) which involves invariant operators of order 2"1-2 is generated by //

and Sjit-, where i. is the constituent of Px which is in Hx. Hence Gxx contains

operators of order 2"'_1 which it transforms into their 2"'~2 4 1 power. It in-

cludes just two cyclic subgroups of order 2"'_1.

The group ( GX2) generated by H and ti6, where i6 is one of the two conjugate

operators of order two in / which are commutative with each operator of the

cyclic subgroup of order 2"1-3 generated by P\P2 without being commutative

with any other operator of H, is conformai with Gx.    Like G3, G4, Gs, Gß,
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and Gj this group and all those which follow contain only one abelian subgroup

of order 2m~l while each of the other six groups (Gx, G2, G%, G9, Gl0, Gxl)

contains just three abelian groups of this order. From the equation 8l~1ti.sl =

S2S7ls2^6' si being an operator of order 2"'~2 in Hx, it follows that i. leads to

one other group of order 2m. The four cyclic subgroups of order 2m~2 are con-

jugate in pairs in GX2.

We have now considered all the operators of order two which are contained

in I4 as well as the two additional operators i3 and ixi3 = i2. It remains to

consider the three operators i3ii, i3i5, and i3¿6. We shall represent these re-

spectively by i7, is, and ig. The group H and ti7 generate a group ( G13) which

contains 2m_2 operators of each of the orders two and four in addition to

H. H and sxti7, where s, is the constituent of P3 which is in IIX, generate

a group Gu which contains only operators of order four in addition to H.

Neither of these two groups contains an invariant cyclic subgroup of order

2'"~2. From the equations sx~xti7sx = s~xs2~xs'.2ti7, s'2 being the constituent of P2

in P2, it follows that i7 gives rise to no additional group.

The group (GX5) generated by H and tia is conformai with G]3 but all its

operators of order four have the same square while in GX3 they have two dis-

tinct squares. Moreover, its invariant operators form a cyclic group of order

four while they form a non-cyclic group of this order in GVi. The group H

and sxtis, where sx is the Pj component of the invariant operator of order four

in Gxb, generate a group (Gxo) which contains only operators of order eight in

addition to those of H. The two cyclic subgroups of order 2"'~2 are clearly in-

variant in each one of these two groups. That these two are the only groups

to which ig gives rise follows from the equation s~1tigsx = s"1«"1-1"2"1- , sxs2 being

an operator of order 2"'~2 in II which is not commutative with ib.

H and ti9 generate a group (Gl7) which contains, besides H, 2m~2 operators

of order eight and 2"1-3 operators of each of the orders two and four. Like the

preceding four groups it contains just four invariant operators. That this is

the only group to which ig leads follows from the equations s\~1ti98x = s"1«"1^,

where s'2 is of order four if sx is of order 2"1-2, and of order one when sx is of or-

der 2"1-3 and not commutative with i6. Hence the number of the groups of

order 2m which contain the abelian group of type (m — 2 , 1) is twenty, three

being abelian and seventeen being non-abelian. Eleven of the latter involve in-

variant cyclic subgroups of order 2m~2.

Summary.

There are three abelian groups of order pm that contain a subgroup of type

(m —2,1), viz., those of types (m — 1,1), (rn, — 2, 2), (m — 2, 1, 1). These

exist for every prime p.

When p > 3 there are seven other groups. The number of their operators

of each order is exhibited by the following table :
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Groups

Gx, G3, Gb, G7

G2, Gt

G.

Operators

p,

p3 _ i   p3(p _ 1)   2ia+\p — 1) 0

0 pl-l        i,«+1(i;-l) 0

P 1   p\p — 1)   p\p — 1)      pm~\p — V)

(i>>3)     (2<><m —1).

The first four groups may be distinguished by the following properties : G7

contains only one abelian subgroup of order pm~l while each of the others con-

tains three such subgroups ; G5 is the only one which contains invariant opera-

tors of order pm~2 ; Gx contains cyclic invariant subgroups of order pm~2 while

G3 does not ; G2 and Gt can be distinguished by the same property as was em-

ployed to distinguish Gx and G3. When p = 3 there is one more group, which

is conformai with G . It is not simply isomorphic with G6 since these two

groups contain only one abelian subgroup of order pm~x which they transform

according to non-conjugate subgroups of /.

The following table exhibits the orders of the operators of the 17 non-

abelian groups of order 2"' which include an abelian group of type (m — 2, 1) :

Groups
Operators

Gx, Gs, Gxo, G]

G2, G,j

"~3'   ^13'   "15

Gt, G6, G7, Gu

G,

On
Gi-i

G,.

(3 <«<»» — 1).

The conformai groups may be distinguished by the following properties : Gxo

is the only one of the first four which contains invariant operators of order

2»i-2. q^ contains only one abelian group of order 2m_1 while Gx and Gs con-

tain three such groups ; in Gx all the cyclic subgroups of order 2"'~2 are invari-

ant while they are conjugate in sets of two in Gs; G2 and G9 may be distin-

guished in the same way as Gx and Gs ; GX3 contains two operators of order

two which are squares of operators of order four while in G3 and GVo all the
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operators of order four have the same square ; in G3 the invariant operators

form a non-cyclic subgroup of order four while they form a cyclic subgroup of

this order in GX5; in Gxi the two cyclic subgroups of order 2"'~2 are conjugate

while they are invariant in G4, G6, and G7; in G4 the operators of order 4

have three distinct squares, in Ge they have the same square, and in G7 they

have two distinct squares.

Cornell University, March, 1901.


